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Overview

• Update on KC Post-Award known issues

• Specifically for experienced post-award Coeus users
  – make connections in functionality between KC and Coeus
  – demonstrate location and navigation in KC of frequently used post-award functions
  – answer questions regarding accuracy and results that are not as expected

• Demonstration of post-award functions in Coeus and KC

• Please ask questions

• Topic emphasis is based on feedback to the online survey and questions submitted to kc-help@mit.edu
Kuali Coeus Update

• KualiCo developers have been onsite at MIT working directly with our developers in the MIT development and QA environment.

• Primary focus is on improving performance. They identified areas where they can optimize performance using database tools and have been meticulously working through and cleaning up the KC code. We have seen some very positive improvements...

  – Very large award structures that wouldn’t even open, are now opening in just seconds

  – Proposal budgets (with 80 people) are able to be opened and edited
Survey Results

- Subawards
- Cost Sharing/Underrecovery
- Budget Versions
- Reports
- Hierarchy
- Print Notice of Award
- Time & Money
- Medusa
Survey Comments

• I'm regularly getting kicked out of the system when utilizing Medusa. Parent-child account information is organized poorly and difficult to differentiate.
• Current and Pending has 8 extra clicks, can it be reduced?
• How to find specific information related to child account not just the parent.
• Medusa - Difficult to tell which proposals are pending, current, etc. when looking at list.
• Could we add account #s to the C&P?
• In Premium, a user could search in the history of large hierarchies to find the cost object numbers affected by a distribution of obligated funds. That information does not appear in KC; distribution amounts and dates appear, but not the cost objects affected.
KC Award Resources

• Coeus to KC Post-Award cheat-sheets
  – brought printed copies of some today
  – will post to the OSP Forum page and send link once posted (will not appear with KC documentation to avoid confusing non-Coeus users)

• KC Post-Award resources
  – kc.mit.edu
    • Training > Training Materials > Demonstration Materials
      All About Awards video and Training Manual
    • Training > Quick Reference Guides